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This is the third coloring book of Danny Dimmâ€™s sequel Beautiful relaxation. It is specially

designed for advanced colorists and inside you can find 50 full-page hand drawn mandalas. Let

your mind relax from the stress and everyday tension and meditate, coloring these beautiful

patterns. The pages are printed on one side for easy removal. Discover your creativity and artistry

with unique design of Beautiful relaxation!
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This is my third coloring book by artist Danny Dimm. It is quite a departure from the first two. In

those books, he had a wider range of subject matter while in this book, he focuses on the mandala

(and also increases the designs to 50.) I really enjoyed coloring in the first two books in this series

and I think I will enjoy this one just as much. For me, it is easy to see Mr. Dimm's signature style

within the mandalas and they are very different from other mandalas I have colored in the past.

They have a more open feel and flow to them versus intricate and detailed designs.The book is

printed in a smaller format than his others. This book is 8.5 x 8.5 inches. I like that the â€œwastedâ€•

space around the design has been eliminated â€“ better for trees and easier for me to frame should I

wish to do so. The paper is white and the designs are printed on only one side of the sheet (with the



bank left blank.) While the sheets are not perforated, it should be easy to remove the page with an

pen knife given there is adequate space around the outside of the border.As with all CreateSpace

coloring books thus far, the paper is thin enough that my gel pens and markers bleed through to the

backside. My colored pencils work really well on this paper. If you wish to work with markers or gel

pens, you can do what I will do and put a piece of chipboard under the page you are working on so

your colors won't leak through to the next design.

The designs are symmetrical and to me that was very important. Also, they are not overly

complicated. Some mandala designs can be overwhelming, these are very well balanced and most

importantly - calming. :)

Bought one for myself and one for my 86 yr old grammie, we both love the designs! Range from

intricate to simple, great for colored pencil or with removal, gel pens or sharpie markers (ultra thin).

So many designs, it's a great collection!

Designs are nice and vary from simple to complicated. Good for colored pencils since there aren't

any extremely tiny areas to color. I enjoy this smaller size since other books have lots of white

space left over. What I don't like is that the black outlines flake off and so do flecks of my

Prismacolor colored pencils because of the texture of the paper. This means that many colors don't

stay pure. I am also disappointed that the pages are not perforated so you can tear them out and

rotate the mandala as you're working on it. Good designs for beginners or those who find it difficult

to color tiny areas..

To the person who videos turning the pages through the book and shows you all of the pictures you

are wonderful!!! Since I have noticied you doing this I only buy the books that I know I will like and

only the ones that you review like this. So I just wanted to thank you and keep up the great work for

everyone!!

I just don't like the feeling of the paper. The first book I ever used, was thick, individual pages, so I

am spoiled I guess.

I ordered this as a gift for my son, and he loves it! The completed mandalas are beautiful!
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